ABSTRACT Full-dimensional (FD) massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) has recently emerged as one of the physical layer enablers of 5G systems. Grounded on prior work on layered precoding, a novel framework for low-complexity multi-layer downlink precoding in multi-cluster cloud radio access network (C-RAN) systems using FD massive MIMO is introduced in this paper. The precoding matrix used at the cluster of remote radio heads (RRHs) associated to a given central control unit (CCU) of the C-RAN is decoupled as a multiplication of three precoding sub-matrices (or layers), a precoding architecture that leverages the special characteristics of the elevation component of the channel correlation matrix to manage both the C-RAN inter-cluster interference and the massive MIMO pilot contamination based on the availability of statistical channel state information. The proposed multi-layer approach is then adapted to the compress-after-precoding-based CCU-RRH functional split where the first and second precoding layers are locally applied at each of the RRHs in a cluster, whereas only the third precoding layer is implemented at the CCU. Optimal and suboptimal solutions are provided, which take into account both the per-RRH transmit power constraints and the capacity constraints of the fronthaul links between the CCU and the associated RRHs. The suboptimal approach, which is rooted on the vector normalization techniques used in massive MIMO precoding schemes with uniform power allocation, is shown to provide minor spectral efficiency losses when compared with the optimal solution. Numerical simulations are used to illustrate the potential of the proposed C-RAN-based framework when benchmarked against the classical FD massive MIMO scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fueled by the popularity of smartphones, tablets and video streaming, modern wireless communication networks are experiencing an explosive growth of data traffic demand and there is a broad consensus in the wireless sector anticipating a plausible continuation of this trend over the years to come [1] . In order to meet this rapidly growing data volume, the wireless industry is moving towards the use of dense heterogeneous network deployments consisting of base stations (BSs) equipped with full-dimensional (FD) massive multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) antenna configurations and covering progressively smaller service areas [2] . A dense deployment of BSs that is complemented with the installation of high-performance low-latency fronthauls connecting the remote radio heads (RRHs) to cloud-computing based central control units (CCUs) that open up the implementation of a cloud radio access network (C-RAN) architecture with coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmission [3] .
In a C-RAN architecture, the coordination and joint signal processing across multiple BSs (or RRHs) provides a platform that, from a theoretical point of view, can potentially transform a dense inter-cell interference limited network into a near-interference-free system with almost all mobile stations (MSs) experiencing very high levels of quality of service (QoS) [4] - [8] . Network-wide multi-cell joint signal processing, however, specially when dealing with FD massive MIMO arrays of distributed antennas, place enormous capacity demands on the fronthaul links, as both data traffic and channel state information (CSI) must be shared among all the participating nodes [4] , [9] . A practical alternative to network-wide multi-cell joint signal processing can be found in the use of multi-cluster coordinated precoding strategies, particularly attractive in C-RAN-based massive MIMO scenarios where the large antenna arrays provide abundance of spatial degrees of freedoms (DoFs) that can be exploited to cancel (or reduce) the interference to MSs located in the neighboring clusters (or cells) [4] , [10] - [15] .
In essence, coordinated precoding strategies aim at making full use of and deriving benefit from some of the available spatial dimensions to suppress inter-cluster interference at the MSs located near the edge of neighboring clusters, and the remaining DoFs are then used to provide service to MSs located in the cluster of interest. As a by-product, most of these coordinated precoders also help canceling or reducing the detrimental effects of pilot contamination. Coordinated precoding solutions presented in [10] - [15] , however, were not designed to exploit the characteristics of threedimensional (3D) propagation channels created by the use of FD massive MIMO antenna arrays [16] - [19] and, in certain cases, still require of some form of CSI sharing among neighboring clusters. A particularly interesting precoding strategy that leverages the directional attributes of FD massive MIMO channels to control inter-cluster interference with low CSI requirements is known as layered or multi-layered downlink precoding (see, for instance, [20] - [22] and references therein). Using this approach, the precoding matrix of each BS is decoupled as a multiplication of different matrices, denoted as layers, which are specifically designed to cope with different sources of interference, with low channel estimation training overhead and allowing for the implementation of efficient and low-complexity hybrid analog/digital architectures [20] , [21] , [23] - [26] . Interestingly, Kang et al. [25] , [26] propose a layered downlink precoding scheme for C-RAN systems with FD-MIMO. The proposed solutions leverage the special characteristics of the 3D MIMO channels to control the fronthaul overhead generated by the transmission of baseband signals from the CCU to the associated RRHs. However, the proposed layered precoders are designed assuming a single-cluster C-RAN and thus, do not take into account the effects of out-of-cluster interference, which ultimately limit the performance of these systems. Moreover, the complexity of the proposed optimization approach makes it difficult, if at all possible, to obtain similar designs that can be effectively applied to massive MIMO-based C-RAN networks.
Motivated by the above discussion, our main aim in this paper is to address the design and performance analysis of a multi-clustered C-RAN using FD massive MIMO that, grounded on previous work on multi-layer precoding, takes full advantage of the particular attributes of 3D massive MIMO channels to control both the inter-cluster interference and the capacity demands on the fronthaul links. In particular, this work seeks to highlight the potential benefits C-RAN can bring along while taking into account the infrastructure requirements. The main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
• Extending the work by Alkhateeb et al. [21] , a lowcomplexity multi-layer precoding scheme is proposed whereby the cluster-based precoding matrix at each CCU of the C-RAN is decoupled as a multiplication of three precoding layers. Aiming at adapting the proposed multi-layer precoder to the C-RAN scenario, a refinement of the compress-after-precoding (CAP)-based [25] , [27] CCU-RRH functional split is presented where the first and second precoding layers are locally applied at each of the RRHs, whereas only the third precoding layer is implemented at the CCU, thus achieving full RRH cooperation with a low implementation complexity and reduced CSI feedback requirements between the RRHs and the CCU. In sharp contrast to the centralized scheme proposed by Alkhateeb et al. [21] , implementing a precoding matrix that is distributed between the CCU and the RRHs it controls requires of: (i) considering the per-RRH power limitations, (ii) designing precoders that allow the first and second precoding layers to be distributed among the different RRHs, and (iii) forwarding a compressed (and thus distorted) version of the third-layer beamformed signal to the associated RRHs through the limited-capacity fronthaul links.
• The design of multi-layer downlink precoders in multiclustered C-RAN systems using FD massive MIMO is then formulated as an optimization problem with constraints on both the per-RRH transmit power and the per-fronthaul capacity. It is shown that this is a nonconvex optimization problem that can only be tackled using global optimization algorithms. The complexity of the global optimization approach, however, makes it far from practical and hence, rooted on the vector normalization techniques used in massive MIMO precoding schemes with uniform power allocation [28] , a feasible suboptimal heuristic algorithm is proposed that is shown to suffer from minor performance losses when compared to the optimal solution at an affordable computational complexity.
• The proposed optimization approach is thoroughly evaluated through numerical simulations and benchmarked against a classical multi-layer FD massive MIMO scheme with a single BS per cell (no clusterization) and without the limitations associated with finite-capacity fronthauling. Numerical results reveal that, assuming CCU-RRH fronthaul links of sufficient capacity, the proposed C-RAN-based approach achieves clear spectral efficiency gains with respect to the classical non-cooperative multi-cell FD massive MIMO scheme. Interestingly, the proposed framework allows an accurate quantification of the fronthaul requirements, thus permitting the network designer to adequately balance the tradeoff between infrastructure demands and performance improvement. Moreover, as the number of RRHs per cluster increases, the proposed C-RAN-based strategy improves the QoS experienced by the MSs located near the cluster edge, thus increasing the spectral efficiency fairness among users across the cluster. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II the system model under consideration is introduced. The proposed adaptation of the multi-layer precoding approach to a C-RAN scenario is presented in Section III where the peculiarities associated to the use of a CAP-based CCU-RRH functional split are fully taken into account. Globally optimal and feasible suboptimal heuristic solutions to design the multi-layer downlink precoders are proposed in Section IV. Numerical results are provided in V and, finally, concluding remarks are summarized in Section VI.
Notation: Vectors and matrices are denoted by lower-case and upper-case boldface symbols. The q-dimensional identity matrix is represented by I q . The operator det(X) represents the determinant of matrix X, rank(X) is its rank, X F is its Frobenius norm, whereas X −1 , X T , X * and X H denote its inverse, transpose, conjugate and conjugate transpose (also known as Hermitian), respectively. The operator diag(x) is used to denote a diagonal with the entries of vector x on its main diagonal. The Kronecker product of X and Y is represented as X ⊗ Y . Finally, N (m, R) and CN (m, R) represent the real and complex Gaussian vector distributions with mean m and covariance R, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
As schematically shown in Fig. 1 , let us consider the downlink of a C-RAN with N C mutually interfering clusters of RRHs. The clusters are indexed by the set N C = {1, . . . , N C } and cluster c ∈ N C has a single CCU that controls N Rc RRHs indexed by the set N Rc = {1, . . . , N Rc }. The cth CCU communicates with the rth RRH through a fronthaul link of capacity C c,r bit/s/Hz and connects to the a generic core network via the backhaul. The rth RRH of cluster c is equipped with a two-dimensional (2D) uniform rectangular array (URA) with n T c,r = n A T c,r n E T c,r elements, where n A T c,r and n E T c,r denote the number of antennas in the azimuth-and elevation-domains, respectively. The 
where n c,m ∼ CN (0, σ 2 n ) is the Gaussian noise sample at MS m in cell c, h 
where H 
B. CHANNEL MODEL
Assuming that the MS is sufficiently far away from the RRHs, a condition easily fulfilled in practice, the channel h c ,r c,m can be safely modeled through the use of a Kronecker product spatial correlation model [17] , [21] . In this model, the covariance matrix of the 3D channel h 
where, using the (reduced) eigenvalue decomposition, the covariance matrices in the azimuth and elevation 
III. MULTI-LAYER PRECODING IN A C-RAN A. MIMO PRECODING AND FRONTHAUL COMPRESSION
The mathematical operations that symbol vector s c undergoes before being transmitted, generically represented as x c ,r = P c ,r (s c ), for all r ∈ N Rc , include, on the one hand, a MIMO precoding task and, on the other hand, a compressing process of all or part of the data that must be sent from the CCU to the RRHs through the fronthaul links. Designing the MIMO precoding matrices with the objective of, for instance, maximizing the system sum-rate, with constraints on the amount of power that can be transmitted from each of the RRHs in the network and considering the non-linear effects of the compression processes, leads to non-convex optimization problems whose closed-form solution is unknown [4] . Also, inter-cluster interference coordination typically entails a prohibitive coordination overhead that limits the pursued value of cooperation [9] . This latter issue is even more exacerbated when dealing with C-RAN scenarios in which coordination information has to be transferred not only among the CCUs controlling the different clusters of RRHs but also among each of the CCUs and the RRHs they control. In trying to deal with these issues, multi-layer precoding techniques leveraging the channel decomposition resulting from the Kronecker channel model introduced in (3) have been proposed in the literature [21] , [26] , [29] . As in the work by Alkhateeb et al. [21] , a threelayer MIMO precoding matrix will be considered in this paper. Furthermore, aiming at adapting this layered scheme to the C-RAN scenario, a modification of the CAPbased [25] , [27] (also known as compression strategy [30] ) 1 1 The application of the compress-before-precoding (CBP)-based scheme [25] (also known as data-sharing strategy [30] ) to this scenario is left for further research. CCU-RRH functional split will be studied. As shown in Fig. 2 , in the proposed layered CAP strategy, the first and second precoding layers will be locally applied at each of the RRHs in a cluster, whereas the third layer precoding process will be performed centrally at the CCU and a compressed version of the first-layer beamformed signal will then be forwarded to the RRHs through the fronthaul links. As will be shown next, layered precoding allows leveraging the directional characteristics of 3D MIMO channels to efficiently manage inter-cluster interference using long-term statistical CSI. Furthermore, one of the advantages of the CAP-based approach in front of other CCU-RRH functional splits is that, since the CCU has complete access to user data, it can achieve full RRH cooperation. Compressing the precoded signals, however, introduces distortion in the form of quantization noise that has to be taken into account when deriving the performance of this layered precoding/compression strategy.
Let us denote by Q c ,r (x) and Q −1 c ,r (x) the quantization and unquantization mathematical operations performed by the layered CAP-based CCU-RRH functional split on a vector of signal samples x to be transmitted by RRH r in cluster c . Due to the distortion introduced by the quantization/unquantization processes, we have that [31] 
where q c ,r is the quantization noise vector, which is assumed to be statistically distributed as q c ,r ∼ CN 0, σ 2 q c ,r I . As shown by Zamir and Feder [31] , this assumption is supported by the fact that large-block lattice quantization codes are able to approximate a Gaussian quantization noise distribution. Thus, the mathematical operations describing the CCU-RRH functional split considered in this paper can be summarized as
where
c ,r denotes the ith layer precoding matrix at the rth RRH. The power transmitted by RRH r in cluster c can then be computed as
Assuming that the transmit power available at the rth RRH in cluster c is P c ,r , the per-RRH power constraint P T c ,r ≤ P c ,r must be fulfilled for all r ∈ N Rc . Using the proposed three-layer CAP approach, the signal received by MS m in cluster c can be rewritten as
where the first term is the desired received signal from the RRHs serving cluster c, the second term is the received signal from RRHs located in other clusters (inter-cluster interference), and the third term, defined as
with q c ,r
c ,r q c ,r , includes the thermal noise as well as the quantization noise samples received from all the RRHs in the network.
B. FIRST LAYER: AVOIDING INTER-CLUSTER INTERFERENCE
In order to avoid the inter-cluster interference, the first layer precoding matrices W (1) c ,r , for r ∈ {1, . . . , N Rc }, must be designed is such a way that the second term in the right hand side (RHS) of (9) is cancelled. Leveraging the Kronecker channel model described in (3), the first layer precoding matrices are structured as
Thus, adopting the channel model in (5), the terms h
c ,r in (9), for all r ∈ N Rc , can be expanded as As reported by Ying et al. [17] , full-dimensional MIMO (FD-MIMO) channels exhibit time variability at very different timescales for both azimuth and elevation directions, with the elevation component varying at a significantly slower pace than the azimuth one. Leveraging the dynamic characteristics of these channels, the inter-cluster interference will be managed in the elevation direction by setting
and designing the elevation component such that W
the elevation direction is typically subject to small scattering [32] , [33] , the use of 2D antenna arrays with a large number of vertical elements results in low-rank covariance matrices in this direction. This means that the null-space of different scheduled users will typically exhibit a large overlap and hence, designing the precoding matrix W
E is in practice equivalent 2 to design it to be in Null R E c,r , where
is defined as the average interference covariance matrix in the elevation direction for RRH r in cluster c [21] . The eigendecomposition of R E c,r can be expressed as
where, assuming that rank{R
and n E T c,r × (n E T c,r − r E c,r ) matrices D c,r and D 0 c,r contain the eigenvectors corresponding to the non-null and null eigenvalues, respectively. Thus, the first precoding layer of the elevation direction is designed to be in the null-space of R E c,r by 2 Let us prove that for two generic covariance matrices R 1 ∈ C N ×N and R 2 ∈ C N ×N , designing a precoder W ∈ C N ×M to be in Null (R s ), with The average of the interference covariance matrix is obtained by adding the covariance matrices experienced by different scheduled interfering MSs over different time slots. As the first layer precoding matrix obtained in a given time slot is applied to a subset of the MSs involved in the calculation of the average interference covariance matrix, designing the first layer precoding matrix to be in the null space of R E c,r guarantees the complete elimination of the intercluster interference and hence, of the pilot contamination. 
and
Note that only the knowledge of the long-term average interference covariance matrices R E c,r (or equivalently, the subspace spanned by these matrices [21] , [34] ) is required to design the first precoding layer and, thus, updates of this precoder will only be necessary every long period of time. Furthermore, as demonstrated in [34] , practical methods exist to conduct this channel covariance estimation virtually without error (i.e., results obtained using the practical algorithm proposed by Haghighatshoar and Caire [34] cannot be distinguished from those obtained using perfect CSI).
C. SECOND LAYER: CONJUGATE BEAMFORMING
After cancelling the inter-cluster interference, the signal vector received by the N M c MSs scheduled in cluster c can be expressed as
Thus, as suggested by Alkhateeb et al. [21] , aiming at focusing the transmitted power on the effective subspaces (including the first precoding layers) of the N M c MSs scheduled in cluster c, the second precoding layer can be designed as an 
resulting in a received signal vector
and the quantization/thermal noise samples reduce to
where h c,r,m is the mth column of H c,r . Again, updating the second precoding layer will only be required every long period of time as it is solely based on the knowledge of the large-scale matrices U c,r,m defined in (18) that, as suggested by Alkhateeb et al. [21] , can be efficiently obtained using subspace estimation techniques [34] . This precoding layer can be interpreted as a long-term CSI-based statistical matched filter that, apart from focusing the transmitted power on the effective subspaces of the scheduled MSs, also serves to decrease the dimensionality of the resulting equivalent MIMO channel, thus reducing the complexity of the sort-term CSI-based third precoding layer.
D. THIRD LAYER: MANAGING THE MULTI-USER INTERFERENCE
Finally, intra-cluster multi-user interference can be effectively cancelled by implementing a third-layer zero-forcing (ZF) precoding matrix
c , (25) where
is the equivalent MIMO channel (after first and second layer precoding) experienced by the CCU in cluster c, and ϒ c = diag υ c,1 . . . υ c,N M c is used to guarantee that the global precoding matrix fulfils the transmit power constraints on each of the RRHs in cluster c.
The received signal sample at MS m in cluster c is
resulting in an estimated signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) that can be expressed as
where it has been assumed, as in [21] , that a perfect CSI is available at the MSs. As a result of the joint effects of the first and second precoding layers, first, the pilot contamination has been virtually cancelled and, second, the dimensionality of the equivalent MIMO channel H c is expected to be much smaller than the original massive MIMO channel. These effects allow the practical use of uplink and downlink pilots for shortterm instantaneous channel estimation at both the RRHs and the MSs. Analyzing the effects produced by non-ideal pilot contamination cancellation and/or imperfect instantaneous channel estimation processes is beyond the scope of this paper and thus left for further research.
It is worth noting that despite more complex precoders could be used in this layer (e.g., regularized zero forcing/ minimum mean square error (RZF/MMSE), dirty paper coding/successive interference cancellation (DPC/SIC)), as pointed out in [35] , the simple ZF precoder quickly approaches capacity as the number of transmit antennas increases while avoiding the exchange of information between the APs and the MSs. 3 
E. ACHIEVABLE RATE AND FRONTHAUL CAPACITY CONSUMPTION
Considering the system model described in Section II, the estimated achievable rate by MS m in cell c is given by
Furthermore, using (7), the quantization process performed at RRH r in cluster c can be expressed aŝ
From standard random coding arguments [36] , vector s c can be safely assumed to be distributed as 
where I (x; x) is used to denote the mutual information between vectorsx and x, and H(x|x) is the differential entropy ofx conditioned on x.
IV. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Putting together all the results presented in previous sections, the sum-rate maximization problem for C-RAN cluster c can For a fixed power allocation matrix ϒ c , the lower the quantization noise allowed on any of the N Rc C-RAN fronthaul links, the higher the amount of quantized information that has to be transferred on these links. Furthermore, irrespective of the channel propagation conditions or the C-RAN FD-MIMO setup, the lower the quantization noise, the higher the amount of power available to transmit useful data and the higher the SINR experienced at the served MSs. Hence, it can be assert that the sum-rate in (31) is maximized when the fronthaul capacity constraints are satisfied with equality; that is, when
The optimization problem in (31) can then be rewritten in terms of the power allocation matrix ϒ c as in (33) , as shown at the top of the next page, where σ 2 q c,r cannot be expressed as a closed-form algebraic expression and therefore only admits a solution in the form of a transcendental function σ 2 q c,r
c,r , C c,r in terms of ϒ c that can be numerically solved by applying mathematical software tools to (32).
A. SEEKING FOR A GLOBALLY OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATION (GOPA)
As shown in Appendix, the transcendental function σ 2 q c,r
c,r , C c,r is non-convex and thus, we are dealing with a challenging non-convex optimization problem. To tackle this challenge, we can resort to general purpose global optimization algorithms such as, for instance, the GlobalSearch or MultiStart schemes implemented in Matlab. In trying to find a global optimum solution, both VOLUME 6, 2018
algorithms run a local solver under multiple starting points in order to explore a set of promising regions of attraction, defined as the set of starting points leading to the same local minimum (or maximum) when following the direction of steepest descend (or ascend). GlobalSearch uses a scattersearch mechanism to generate the set of starting points [37] , whereas MultiStart uses uniformly distributed starting points located between user-provided upper and lower bounds. Needless to say, the high performance provided by these algorithms is always at the cost of a very high computational complexity that increases with the number of variables to optimize and the number of starting points being evaluated. It is not our aim in this work to explore the myriad of alternatives that could be found in the literature when implementing global optimization algorithms for this non-convex problem, our sole interest is to use one of the aforementioned general purpose global optimization algorithms to obtain a proper upper bound to benchmark the heuristic algorithm proposed in the following subsection.
B. HEURISTIC NORMALIZED OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATION (NOPA)
The complexity of the GOPA approach when dealing with the optimization problem posed in (33) makes it slow, and therefore inefficient, particularly for those setups in which the number of MSs and/or RRHs per cluster are high. In order to speed up the process of finding a suboptimal yet satisfactory solution to this problem, a heuristic algorithm is proposed in this paper that is rooted on the vector normalization techniques used in massive MIMO precoding schemes with uniform power allocation (see, for instance, [28] and references therein), which will be termed as the NOPA strategy.
As it is stated in (8), RRH r in cluster c transmits a power P T c,r ≤ P c,r that can be split into two parts. The first one, that can be rewritten as
is the power dedicated to the transmission of useful information, and the second one,
c,r , C c,r W
is basically wasted power as it is effectively devoted to the transmission of quantization noise. Lim et al. [28] propose a vector normalized precoding scheme for a massive MIMO system in the simple and practical case of uniform power allocation over all downlink transmitted streams. 4 In the massive MIMO system considered by these authors, the CCU controls a group of RRHs that share a common total transmit power and, furthermore, infinite capacity fronthauls are considered and hence, quantization noise effects are neglected. In such a simplified scenario, there is only one power constraint per CCU that can be satisfied with equality by using (according to the mathematical notation introduced in our paper) υ c,m = 
is proposed in this paper, where β c is obtained as 
using c = diag ξ c,1 , . . . , ξ c,N Rc . Although this is a suboptimal heuristic algorithm, numerical results presented in Section V clearly show that the NOPA approach suffers from minor performance losses when compared to the GOPA solution at an affordable computational complexity.
C. BENCHMARKING SYSTEM: MULTI-LAYER FD MASSIVE MIMO
The multi-layer FD massive MIMO system [21] has a single BS per cell and thus, in contrast to the proposed C-RAN scenario, it does not use neither clusterization nor fronthauling between the BS and a CCU. The analytical model for this benchmarking system can be interpreted as a particular case of the one previously developed for the C-RAN scheme where N Rc = 1 (no clusterization) and C c,1 = ∞ (no fronthauling). In this case, problem (33) simplifies to max
which has a closed form that can be easily found by waterfilling as
where the water level µ c is chosen to satisfy the constraint in (40) with equality. Even though we are not implementing any global optimization algorithm as those used to solve the multi-layer C-RAN FD massive MIMO case, with a slight abuse of notation, the waterfilling-based approach will also be denoted as the GOPA solution. Just like the C-RAN strategy, the multi-layer FD massive MIMO system also admits a simpler heuristic closed-form NOPA solution that can be expressed as
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Simulation results are presented in this section that serve to demonstrate the performance of the multi-layer downlink precoding for C-RAN systems using FD massive MIMO proposed in previous sections. For simplicity of exposition, the downlink of a C-RAN is considered where all RRHs are located on an upright square lattice and N C = 9 squared mutually interfering clusters are formed [11] , each consisting of N Rc = 4, 9 or 16 RRHs controlled by a single CCU. A random snapshot of such a network topology with N Rc = 9 RRHs/cluster (square markers) and N M c = 20 uniformly distributed MSs/cluster (circle markers) is depicted in Fig. 3 . The inter-cluster distance (i.e., the distance between the centers of neighboring squared clusters or, equivalently, the side of the square representing a cluster) has been denoted by D. Furthermore, although in the simulations the boundaries between clusters will be blurred by the effects of shadow fading, solid lines have been used to schematically represent the cluster coverage areas. The channel propagation losses between RRH r in cluster c and MS m in cluster c have been modeled with G T MAX c ,r , θ tilt c ,r , θ 3dB c ,r and A BL c ,r denoting, respectively, the boresight gain, the (electrical) downtilt, the 3dB-beamwidth and the back-lobe attenuation of this antenna, and finally, X c ,r c,m ∼ N (0, σ 2 s ) is the shadow fading (in dB) experienced on this link. As shadowing effects caused by obstacles in the propagation path between the RRH and the MS affect large areas in the vicinity of a given MS, a two-dimensional Gaussian process with appropriate spatial correlation is typically used to capture the dynamics affecting the shadowing experienced by either a given MS when receiving information from different RRHs or different neighboring MSs when receiving information from a given RRH. In this work, a low-complexity method has been used to introduce both spatial and inter-site correlation into the Gaussian process while preserving its statistical properties (see [39] for details).
Assuming that the RRHs are elevated away from nearby obstacles and that the MSs are surrounded by local scatterers, Kronecker product-based approximations for the spatial correlation of different antenna topologies for FD massive MIMO systems can be derived (see, for instance, [17] , [18] ). The URA spatial correlation approximation proposed by Ying et al. [17] has been considered in this work, notwithstanding that the proposed analytical framework could be readily extended to incorporate other Kronecker productbased approximations or other FD massive MIMO antenna topologies, such as the cylindrical array [18] . Using this model, the correlation between the signals radiated by any pair of antenna elements of the (c , r)th URA in the vertical (elevation) and horizontal (azimuth) directions can be obtained using [17, eqs. (25) and (25) The performance analysis presented in the upcoming subsections is based on the following metrics:
• Spectral efficiency: Defined as the sum-rate (measured in bit/s/Hz) the N Rc cooperating RRHs in cluster c offer to the set of N M c scheduled MSs.
• Coverage probability: Defined as the probability that the instantaneous rate the N Rc cooperating RRHs in cluster c provide to a generic MS is higher than a given threshold. Default parameters used to set-up the simulation scenarios under evaluation in the following subsections are summarized in Table 1 . Furthermore, for the sake of accuracy, each simulation has been executed over 100 transmission time intervals (i.e., channel uses) and repeated for 1000 different random locations of the MSs.
A. MODIFYING THE NUMBER OF RRHs PER CLUSTER
Our aim in this subsection is to analyze how increasing the number of RRHs per cluster affects the performance of the proposed multi-layer downlink precoding approach. Results for the C-RAN system will be benchmarked against the performance provided by an equivalent massive MIMO arrangement. In order to achieve the same number of spatial DoFs per MS as well as equivalent system configurations, the total number of transmit antennas per cluster (i.e., r=1 P T c,r ) will be the same for all scenarios under comparison. Furthermore, taking into account that as the number of RRHs per cluster increases and the transmit power decreases, the area of influence of each RRH shrinks and the height to which the FD massive MIMO antennas are installed is typically lower, it has been assumed in this work that, given a reference antenna height h, all the RRHs have a massive MIMO array installed at a height h c ,r = h/ √ N Rc (note that for a fixed cluster side D, the distance between RRHs is also given by D/ √ N Rc ). 5 As for the fronthaul capacity, two different configurations will be considered. In the first configuration it will be assumed that a fixed fronthaul capacity per cluster is equally split among the corresponding RRHs. In the second configuration, instead, it will be assumed that the fronthaul capacity per CCU-RRH link is kept fixed irrespective of the number of RRHs/cluster.
In Fig. 4 we compare the spectral efficiency per cluster, the average power factor per symbol and the average variance of the quantization noise provided by different set-ups of the proposed C-RAN approach. All the performance results are represented as a function of the fronthaul capacity per cluster and the spectral efficiency is benchmarked against that provided by a massive MIMO system. In order to make all the set-ups equivalent, the number of vertical antenna elements in the URAs has been fixed to n E T c,r = 96, and the number of horizontal antenna elements has been set to n A T c,r = 32 for the massive MIMO configuration and to n A T c,r = 8 and 9 for the C-RAN scenarios with N Rc = 4 and 16, respectively. For the C-RAN scenarios with N Rc = 9, five of the RRHs have been randomly selected and have been allocated n A T c,r = 4 antenna elements and the rest of RRHs have been allocated n A T c,r = 3 antenna elements. The first important result to note from Fig. 4a is that the NOPA approach provides spectral efficiencies that are only slightly inferior to those provided by the GOPA strategy, even though the latter is considerably 5 The proposed framework is general enough so as to cater for non-regular locations of the RRHs, for random distributions of the transmit antenna heights, for different radiation diagrams and/or for other massive MIMO antenna topologies, but the evaluation of such a myriad of possibilities is far beyond the scope of this work. more complex than the former. Hence, in C-RAN scenarios where complexity is an issue, the NOPA-based frameworks constitute a very good alternative to GOPA-based systems. As expected, in scenarios with a very low aggregate fronthaul capacity per cluster, the precoded information that has to be transferred from the CCU to the RRHs has to be quantified with a very high quantization noise (see Fig. 4c ). In this case, as shown in Fig. 4b , a large portion of the available transmit power is literally wasted by both the GOPA and the NOPA schemes in the process of transmitting the quantization noise. A direct consequence of the combined effects of a reduced useful transmit power and an increased quantization noise is a very poor spectral efficiency (see Fig. 4a ) that, depending on the specific value of C c,r , can even be lower than that provided by the equivalent massive MIMO scheme. For the particular set-ups under consideration, the spectral efficiency values provided by the massive MIMO scheme using either GOPA or NOPA is equal to 171.7 bit/s/Hz and 166.9 bit/s/Hz, respectively, and these are only overcome by those provided by an equivalent FD massive MIMO-based C-RAN system with N Rc = 4, 9 or 16 RRHs/cluster when C c,r ≥ 267.8, 303.1 or 403 bit/s/Hz, for the GOPA case, respectively, and when C c,r ≥ 284, 310.5 or 398.7 bit/s/Hz, respectively, for the NOPA case. As the fronthaul capacity per cluster increases beyond these values, the spectral efficiency gain provided by the C-RAN schemes when compared to that provided by the massive MIMO approach rises until reaching a saturation value. It is worth noting that, the convenience of using one or another setup will basically depend on the available fronthaul capacity per cluster, the power allocation strategy under use and the implementation complexity that can be afforded. In general, as shown in Fig. 4a , the higher the fronthaul capacity per cluster the higher is the number of RRHs/cluster that have to be installed to maximize the spectral efficiency. Anyway, a C-RAN set-up with N Rc = 9 RRHs/cluster seems to provide most of the spectral efficiency gain that these systems can offer when compared to the massive MIMO setup.
Instead of assuming a fixed fronthaul capacity per cluster equally split among the corresponding RRHs, the proposed multi-layer precoding-based C-RAN with FD massive MIMO can also be evaluated under the assumption of a fixed fronthaul capacity per CCU-RRH link irrespective of the number of RRHs/cluster. Results obtained assuming these particular conditions are presented in Fig. 5 under different FD massive MIMO antenna configurations. To obtain results presented in Fig. 5a , URAs with a fixed number of vertical elements and a variable number of horizontal antennas have been considered. In particular, the number of vertical antenna elements has been fixed to n E T c,r = 96 and the number of horizontal antenna elements has been set to n A T c,r = 32 for the massive MIMO configuration and to n A T c,r = 8, 4 (or 3), and 2 for the C-RAN scenarios with N Rc = 4, 9 or 16, respectively. Again, similar to the effects observed in Fig. 4a (in essence, there has only been a change of scale), the equivalent massive MIMO scheme provides higher spectral efficiencies than C-RAN-based schemes for very low values of the fronthaul capacity per CCU-RRH link, and as this fronthaul capacity increases the spectral efficiency provided by the C-RAN-based systems eventually surpasses that provided by the massive MIMO scheme until reaching a saturation value. Fixing the fronthaul capacity per CCU-RRH link VOLUME 6, 2018 confers a non-negligible performance advantage to C-RANbased schemes as the number of RRHs per cluster increases, although it can again be observed that N Rc = 9 seems to lead to an attractive operational setup. Results presented in Fig. 5b correspond to an FD massive MIMO antenna configuration in which both the total number of antenna elements per cluster and the ratio between vertical and horizontal antenna elements are kept constant. The FD massive MIMO setup is exactly the same that has been used to obtain the results in Fig. 5a . In the C-RAN scenarios, however, the number of vertical and horizontal antenna elements have been set to n E T c,r = 48, 32 and 24 and n A T c,r = 16, 11/10 (six RRHs with 11 antenna elements and 3 RRHs with only 10 antenna elements), or 8 for the C-RAN scenarios with N Rc = 4, 9 or 16, respectively. Results presented in Fig. 5c , however, correspond to an FD massive MIMO antenna configuration where the number of horizontal antenna elements has been fixed to n A T c,r = 32 and the number of vertical antenna elements has been set to n E T c,r = 96 for the massive MIMO configuration and to n E T c,r = 24, 11/10, or 6 for the C-RAN scenarios with N Rc = 4, 9 or 16, respectively. The main conclusion that can be drawn from the performance comparison of all equivalent configurations considered in Figs. 5a-5c is that a multi-layer precoding-based FD massive MIMO scheme requires of a large number of vertical antenna elements to provide a proper inter-cluster interference cancellation without sacrificing intra-cluster service coverage. Consequently, decreasing the number of vertical antenna elements, as it has been done in the configurations analyzed in Figs. 5b and 5c , eventually translates into a high spectral efficiency loss. Particularly remarkable is the performance loss experienced by the C-RAN configurations with a fixed number of horizontal antennas, as shown in 5c. This performance loss is basically due to the decrease of spatial DoFs the first precoding layer causes when cancelling inter-cluster interference that greatly complicates implementing the subsequent ZF precoding scheme to get rid of the intra-cluster interference.
Assuming that the total number of antenna elements in a cluster is kept constant, it has been just shown that one of the best FD massive MIMO antenna configurations consists of using a large enough number of vertical antenna elements and adjusting the number of horizontal elements according to the number of RRHs/cluster. To gain further insight into this particular antenna configuration, let us determine the rate coverage probability and the spectral efficiency experienced by a particular MS as a function of its distance from the center of the cluster. Again, the number of vertical antenna elements in the URAs is fixed to n E T c,r = 96, and the number of horizontal antenna elements is set to n A T c,r = 32 for the massive MIMO configuration and to n A T c,r = 8, 4/3, or 2 for the C-RAN scenarios with N Rc = 4, 9 or 16, respectively. The rate coverage probability is plotted in Fig. 6a . Results show that, increasing the number of RRHs per cluster is always beneficial from the coverage probability point of view, with the C-RAN-based approach clearly outperforming the benchmarking massive MIMO scheme. Results also show that when implementing a multi-layer precoding-based FD massive MIMO scheme there is a high probability (circa 0.3) that there are some MSs suffering from severe blockage. The blockage probability is still quite high (circa 0.12) for the C-RAN-based scheme with N Rc = 4 RRHs/cluster and it becomes almost negligible for C-RAN-based scenarios with N Rc = 9 or 16 RRHs/cluster. The first-layer precoding process is designed with the aim of removing the out-of-cluster interference or, equivalently, it is designed to avoid the transmission of information to MSs in other clusters, whose elevation angles with respect to a given RRH are typically higher than those characterizing the MSs in the cluster of interest. The problem is that there can be MSs in the cluster of interest whose elevation angle is similar to those characterizing some of the MSs in other clusters and thus, they will also suffer from critical blockage. As shown in Fig. 6b , which represents the spectral efficiency per MS as a function of its distance from the cluster center, the group of MSs experiencing blockage is quite different for the various scenarios under consideration. In scenarios based on the benchmarking FD massive MIMO scheme the blocked MSs are located in a quite wide region near the cluster edge (MSs located beyond ∼ 270 meters from the center of the cluster). The C-RAN-based scenario with N Rc = 4 RRHs/cluster shows a particular geometric configuration that produces the blockage, not only of the MSs that are very close to the cluster edge, but also of those that occupy the center of the cluster. This is basically due to that both groups of MSs share similar elevation angles as observed from any of the RRHs constituting the cluster of interest and thus, the elevation correlation matrices of MSs in the center of the cluster are also in the null space of those of MSs located in interfering clusters (therefore, geometric configurations with N Rc = 4 RRHs/cluster should be avoided). The spectral efficiency of MSs located near the cluster edge in C-RAN-based scenarios with N Rc = 9 and 16 RRHs/cluster is seriously affected by the first-layer precoding process but these MSs only very sporadically suffer from blockage. Thus, using C-RAN-based strategies with N Rc = 9 or 16 RRHs/cluster significantly improves the spectral efficiency fairness among MSs.
B. MODIFYING THE NUMBER OF ANTENNA ELEMENTS
To better understand how the number of antenna elements in the URAs influence the performance of the proposed C-RAN-based scheme, Fig. 7 compares the spectral efficiency per cluster provided by the C-RAN approach assuming the use of N Rc = 9 RRHs/cluster to that provided by an equivalent massive MIMO scheme under different FD massive MIMO antenna configurations. Figure 7a shows the spectral efficiency per cluster versus the fronthaul capacity per cluster with the number of vertical antenna elements of the URAs as parameter. The number of horizontal antenna elements has been set to n A T c,r = 36 and 4 for the massive MIMO and C-RAN scenarios, respectively. Consistently with results presented in the previous subsection, using a low number of vertical antenna elements results in a significant sacrifice of spectral efficiency. The intuition behind this result lies in the reduction of DoFs caused when designing the first-layer precoding for intercluster interference avoidance. As the number of vertical antenna elements increases, the system can transmit on the null space of the interfering clusters while still leaving room for a proper implementation of the intra-cluster multi-user interference cancellation through the use of the ZF precoders. Observe that the increase in spectral efficiency performance is subject to the law of diminishing returns as the number of vertical antenna elements is incrementally increased and hence, in this particular scenario, using URA configuracions with more than 140-150 vertical antenna elements would not be highly recommended. Another interesting result is that, even though the spectral efficiency gains seem to decrease with the number of vertical antenna elements, the proposed C-RAN provides a clear performance advantage over the benchmarking massive MIMO scheme. As shown in Fig. 7b , spectral efficiency performance gains can also be obtained by increasing the number of horizontal antenna elements and, in fact, the performance gains of the C-RAN approach when compared to the massive MIMO system do not seem to suffer from the law of diminishing returns, effects so clearly observed when increasing the number of vertical antenna elements. Furthermore, note that irrespective of the antenna configuration the low-complexity NOPA strategy provides spectral efficiencies that are only slightly inferior to those provided by the much more complex GOPA arrangement.
C. IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF MSs PER CLUSTER
As shown in Fig. 8 , the spectral efficiency increases with the number of active MSs per cluster for both the benchmarking massive MIMO setup and the proposed C-RAN scheme, and irrespective of the power allocation strategy under use. Results presented in this figure have been obtained assuming a massive MIMO BS equipped with n E T c,r = 96 and n A T c,r = 32 vertical and horizontal antenna elements, respectively, and a set of N Rc = 9 RRHs/cluster equipped with fronthaul links with a capacity of C c,r = 50, 100 or 150 bit/s/Hz and configuring an equivalent C-RAN-based scheme with n E T c,r = 96 vertical antenna elements and n A T c,r = 4 or 3 (five and four RRHs with four and three horizontal antenna elements, respectively). Note that the GOPA and NOPA algorithms provide almost the same spectral efficiency in scenarios in which there are few MSs per cluster and that the performance differences, although not very remarkable, become more and more evident as the number of MSs per cluster increases. Regardless of the technique in use, the increase of spectral efficiency does not linearly grow with an increasing number of MSs/cluster but, as can be hinted from the results presented in Fig. 8 , it tends to saturate. This saturation is basically due to two distinct effects. Firstly, the well-known multiuser diversity provided by wireless fading channels saturates as the number of MSs/cluster increases. Secondly, and specific to the case of C-RAN, the more MSs in the system the more resources are consumed at the fronthaul and thus, as results in Fig. 8 clearly show, increasing the number of MSs in the system when the fronthaul resources are not adequately expanded causes the C-RAN architecture performance to saturate at a faster pace than that of the massive MIMO scheme (i.e., the lower the fronthaul capacity per cluster, the faster the saturation pace becomes). In fact, under extremely stringent fronthaul capacity constraints, the performance of the C-RAN-based architecture can fall even below that achieved by the M-MIMO-based configuration (see, for instance, results obtained for a 50 bps/Hz fronthaul and 30 MSs/cluster). That is, the performance advantages of the proposed C-RAN scheme when compared with the benchmarking massive MIMO arrangement can only be guaranteed if the capacity of the fronthaul links increases in parallel with the increase in the number of MSs per cluster.
D. IMPACT OF ANTENNA HEIGHTS AND CLUSTER COVERAGE AREA
The impact the RRH antenna height and the cluster coverage area may have on the achievable spectral efficiency is evaluated in Fig. 9 . Results have been obtained adopting the same antenna and fronthaul configurations as in the previous subsection. The proposed C-RAN approach clearly outperforms the benchmarking massive MIMO scheme irrespective of the network characteristics under evaluation. As shown in Fig. 9a , increasing the cluster side leads to a decrease in the spectral efficiency per cluster that, even though it can also be influenced by the variation of the pointing elevation angles to the interfering clusters, it is basically due to the increased path loss attenuation values. The effects the variation of the null space configuration of the interfering clusters may have on the performance of both the proposed C-RAN approach and the equivalent massive MIMO system are much more evidenced by the modification of the antenna height. Using low antenna heights degrades the spectral efficiency performance of both transmission strategies because forcing the transmission in the elevation null space of the interfering clusters under these conditions has a very strong impact on the blockage suffered by MSs located near the cluster edge. This is because these MSs are located at elevation angles that are very similar to those characterizing the MSs located in interfering clusters. The difference between these elevation angles increases with the antenna height and this seems to benefit the spectral efficiency per cluster as can be observed in Fig. 9b .
VI. CONCLUSION
A novel framework for low-complexity multi-layer downlink precoding in multi-cluster C-RAN systems using FD massive MIMO has been presented in this paper. The proposed approach leverages the large time-scale statistics of the 3D MIMO channels characterizing the propagation between the RRHs in a cluster and the served MSs to efficiently manage both the C-RAN-related inter-and intra-cluster interference and the pilot contamination associated to the channel estimation process in massive MIMO systems. The proposed multi-layer approach has been successfully adapted to the CAP-based CCU-RRH functional split, achieving full RRH cooperation with low implementation complexity and low CSI requirements. Optimal and suboptimal solutions, termed as GOPA and NOPA, respectively, have been provided than take into account both the per-RRH transmit power constraints and the capacity constraints of the fronthaul links between the CCU and the associated RRHs. Grounded on the vector normalization techniques used in massive MIMO, the suboptimal approach has been shown to suffer from minor spectral efficiency losses when compared to the far more complex optimal solution. Furthermore, results have evidenced that, assuming the use of high-capacity fronthaul links, the proposed C-RAN-based approach achieves clear spectral efficiency gains with respect to the classical noncooperative multi-cell FD massive MIMO scheme. Moreover, as the number of RRHs per cluster increases, the proposed C-RAN-based strategy increases the spectral efficiency fairness among users across the cluster. In the simulation scenarios considered in this paper, a C-RAN set-up with only 9 RRHs/cluster has been shown to provide most of the spectral efficiency and fairness gains that these systems can offer when compared to the benchmarking massive MIMO system. Another interesting conclusion is that, irrespective of the system under consideration, a multi-layer precodingbased FD massive MIMO scheme requires of a large enough number of vertical antenna elements (somewhere between 80 and 140 antenna elements) to provide a proper intercluster interference cancellation without sacrificing intracluster service coverage. For future work, it would be interesting to investigate both the spectral and energy efficiencies of this approach when implemented in multi-tier heterogeneous C-RANs, when using other CCU-RRH functional splits and/or when implemented using hybrid analog/digital architectures in mmWave massive MIMO systems. is non-convex is by proving that at least one of the diagonal components of the Hessian matrix is negative.
In matrix theory, the Sylvester's determinant identity states that if A and B are rectangular matrices of size m×n and n×m, respectively, then det(I m + AB) = det(I n + BA), hence, (32) can be rewritten as 
